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Water Resource Management - Planning

Whilst 2018 had the least rainfall in circa 40 

years, Scottish Water managed to maintain 

raw water storage levels without impacting 

Public supplies  



Water Resource Management - Resilience

Continuous Monitoring of Raw water sources and weather 

forecasts

Proactive Management or Raw water sources and engagement 

with SEPA

Water Efficiency measures and educating Customers

Focus on reducing leakage losses in the network and increasing 

Resilience within the Water network

Working with industry to reduce future water demand





Water Resource Management -Response

The total production of Rawburn WTW, in the 

Scottish Borders is 7 -11 ML/d.

This temp installation was i2.4km of temporary 

pipework and pumps, providing 4 – 6 ML/d for 

source water for Rawburn.

Cost was £80k to install and c. £1k/day for diesel.



Water Resource Management -Response

Tankering water onto the Isle 

of Arran Temporarily installing pumps 

and pumping 9ML/D over the 

Kincardine bridge to 

supplement Fife Water 

Supplies
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• Scottish Government directed Local Authorities and Scottish Water to 

support PWS owners

• Scottish Water Response:-

• Investigating temporary connections

•Bulk Bottled Water Deliveries to LA’s (400 Pallets)

•Portable Water tanks (Over 100 tanks)

•Tankering water into PWS tanks

• Challenges with PWS:-

•PWS are generally in remote locations that are hard/costly to service from 

the public system

•Opportunity to continue to improve user behaviours – Using Water 

Wisely/Water efficiency

•Research and Innovation required to help resolve issues in the long term

•Limited options to resolve issues without investing large amounts of 

money

Private Water Supplies-Response



Future challenges

Source: UK Climate Change Risk Assessment 2017 



Population shifts

Scotland’s population is projected to increase

2014%

2024%

2039%

5.35 million

5.51 million

5.70 million

National Records of Scotland

1027 September 2017



We support economic growthSupply demand balance



• Climate change mitigation must be a priority for the sector

• Whilst 2018 was very challenging there was very little impact on SW 

Customers

• The challenge looks set to become more difficult

• The way this drought was managed is not a sustainable way to manage 

water resources

• What more can be done to support PWS owners?

• What more can be done to change consumer behaviours?

Key Points



Use Water Wisely


